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The story of “Pablo”: why 
carryover starting before the 
first session is so vital for our 

work.



Carryover Technique #1

The initial interview



Ask questions!

What do you want to learn about communication today and through this course? 
How will it help you? 

Under what circumstances, such as speaking fast in front of your supervisor, when 
talking to groups of 100 people, or when talking in department meetings, do you have 

problems?



I exchange telephone numbers with each 
client, in case of power or internet outages 

during the coaching process.



An urgent question to 
ask each session: when 

is your next presentation, 
interview or meeting?



Under what circumstances 
have you had difficulty 

with this skill in the past?
Ask who, what, when, where, why and how questions to 

get the details.



Tell me about your job 
and company!

Listen for articulation, rate of speech, language, 
syntax, voice, fluency and emotions in this 

high-interest topic!



As clients talk, out of sight of the 
camera, I write down any 

articulation,syllabic stress, 
grammatical and semantic errors.

Errors will be addressed at the end of the session.



In business, time is money.
Share my goal with them: maximal 

progress in minimal time.



Carryover Technique # 2
Relevant 
Timely

At the end of each session, ask what s/he wants to learn next 
time. At the beginning of the session, ask if this is still what 

s/he wants to learn today or if another topic is now preferred.



JIT: Just in time
Meet Dave
Super timely and relevant!



Carryover Technique #3

Work Terms Form: Finding out their professional and other relevant words



Names of People
Products

Processes
Also corporate divisions and the client’s job title may be relevant to 

practice.



Work Terms Form

Places
Equipment

Problems they solve

Explain the same name of a location can be pronounced differently in different states.



More professional 
vocabulary

Have them use their thickest reference manual to search for words that 
contain: e, i, l, r, th, v, w

Also try https://www.qlik.com/us/kpi/kpi-examples for examples of KPI (knowledge 
performance indicators), but this site is also a great source of possibly relevant vocabulary for 

managers and HR professionals

https://www.qlik.com/us/kpi/kpi-examples


Sara: The Case of the 
Data Analyst

What are the terms she uses?



Other words the client 
struggles with

Examples: Usually, casually, world,  work vs walk, silent L (ex. salmon, palm, talk, etc), words with 
both th and s (ex. Thursday,  synthesis, hypothesis, Bethesda, myths), specific



Carryover Method # 4
Sense-Cues Kit©





Have client predict: which 
sense do you prefer to use 
to learn, or to remind 
yourself to do something?



Sight: bright sticky 
notes



Smell: lemon, lime, orange 
or vanilla extract

(Ask first if client has allergies to smells.)



Hearing: “sleigh bell” 
threaded onto a thin 
rubber band on the 

dominant wrist



Feel: Velcro strip 8” 
long

(Put this under a sleeve or pant leg.)



Taste: breath drops or 
tiny candies

Ask first if client has diabetes or any other special diet. In that case, avoid 
this.



Baader-Meinhof 
phenomenon: noticing 
something new and then 
noticing it everywhere

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6609307/



Habit theory: association 
between cue and behavior
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/abs/handbook-of-behavior-change/cha

nging-behavior-using-habit-theory/5F222BC3AF6ADD9A8307BBB726D43F5C



Use of preferred sense 
in carryover



Carryover Technique #5: 
Hierarchy of topics for 

practice
Start working on rate with topic most boring to the client.



Hierarchies are useful for:
1.Rate reduction

(The mind must monitor the 
mouth.)

           2. Accent modification
               3. Contractions
               4. Pragmatics skills



Example of hierarchy:
Job/Family

Traveling to the beach
Cooking rice
Buying socks

Planting flowers 



Carryover Technique #6: 
Role-playing



The case of Katie, the 
interviewee

(all in the name of speech coaching)!



Role-play: interviewing, lecturing, 
managing a meeting, dealing with 

upset customers or employees, 
buying, selling, or other skills.



Carryover Technique #7
Reading/discussion matter 
appropriate for educated 
adults

Examples: restaurant menus, magazines, websites



Carryover Technique #8  Thinking strategically

Business Lingo: Strategic vs Tactical Thinking

SLP Lingo: Long-term goal vs short-term objective

Example: Learn to give a short presentation for your department. Then consider what you 
might want to do in 5 years, such as to address your entire company. Practice that second 
skill as well to achieve your strategic goal of being considered for a leadership goal as a 
resident expert.



 Carryover Technique #9: Habit stacking

Attach a new behavior to one that is already in your client’s daily routine.

For example, have him write 5 words to learn for articulation or vocabulary on a 
brightly colored sticky note, and put it on his bathroom mirror. When he finishes 
brushing his teeth or washing his hands, he should say or define the words.

https://jamesclear.com/habit-stacking

Fiorella, L. The Science of Habit and Its Implications for Student Learning and Well-being. Educ Psychol Rev 32, 603–625 
(2020). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10648-020-09525-1

https://jamesclear.com/habit-stacking


Carryover Technique #10  Augmentative 
Reality (AR)

Need an “instant audience” for a client’s public speaking practice?

Headphone: Merge 360 (Must be the purple headphone; headphones are specific to 

certain AR apps) Available on Amazon

App: Virtual Speech (the free part of this app)

Alternative (not as effective for some clients but available instantly): Visualization of an 

audience, a room where the presentation will be held, or of a specific person/group



ppropriate AR headset for one program



Carryover Technique #11: Likert Scale 

Scale of 1 (terrible) to 10 (terrific)

Client evaluates his own performance or confidence level in a situation which is difficult for him. Confidence 

levels in a given skill should rise over time with effective instruction and practice.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1744987120979272



Carryover Technique #12: End of session 
summary

Summarize session progress
Give reading or activity
Ask about preferred topics or sounds for next 
session



How to learn business lingo, especially those 
acronyms!

Read business magazine websites such as forbes.com and fortune.com 

Watch LinkedIn Learning videos.

Ask clients when they use professional business lingo what it means. Read 
business communication books.

Business acronyms online translator: 
https://www.themuse.com/advice/your-ultimate-cheat-sheet-to-decipherin
g-the-123-most-common-business-acronyms



Take-aways
Effective carryover is

1. Timely, with chosen skills based on what they need in the near future

2. Relevant words, phrasing, or  concepts needed for that client in that job at that 
time

3. Easy and appropriate for a given client to do, in terms of both time s/he can 
devote and methods



Summary of carryover methods
1. The initial interview: asking great questions
2. Relevant and timely
3. Work-terms form
4. Sense-Cues Kit ©
5. Role-playing
6. Hierarchy of topics
7. reading/discussion material appropriate for educated adults
8. Thinking strategically: focus on the goal.
9. Habit-stacking

10. Augmentative reality (AR) and visualization
11. Likert Scale 1=terrible  10=terrific
12. End of session summary and assignment (practicing a skill, recording self and listening to 

it,  and possibly reading a relevant article)



Break-out discussion

Task: Choose 2 carryover methods for this client.nBe prepared to explain why each one was selected by your 

group. The person whose last name is closest to A is your leader. The one whose last name is closest to Z is 

your recorder and will present your group’s comments.

Juarui is a very busy executive. He is new to his leadership role and will start making weekly presentations 

next month, a task he dreads.  He is in the IT industry. He is working only on presentation skills with you and 

will meet with you weekly.                     



Breakout room session

Task: Choose 2 carryover methods for your chosen client. C. Be prepared to explain why each one was 
selected by your group. The person whose last name is closest to A is your leader. The one whose last name 
is closest to Z is your recorder and will present your group’s comments.

Lavoyne has been newly hired for a senior researcher position. She is bilingual and has articulation errors in 
the following sounds: w/v, t/th (voiceless), and r/l.

She is researching thermoregulation and its’ effects on recovery from Covid. Her team has made a 
breakthrough and she will be presenting a talk to her Board of Directors in 6 weeks, to be followed by a 
presentation to the media the following month. You will be working with her on both her articulation and 
presentation skills.



Breakout session case #3

Task: Choose 2 carryover methods for this client. Be prepared to explain why each one was selected by your 
group. The person whose last name is closest to A is your leader. The one whose last name is closest to Z is 
your recorder and will present your group’s comments.

Reuven works as a product manager in the logistics industry. He is constantly on the search for a faster way to 
get products where they are going. He needs to work on the use of indirect communication, such as “could 
you please?” instead of giving forceful commands to his employees all day; his employee attrition rate is of 
great concern to his manager. In his native country, managers show their authority by being very direct and 
brusque. Now he manages employees from several countries. He also ignores employees’ emotions when 
they tell him about problems. He needs results as fast as possible.



Breakout Room Session: Case #4

Task: Choose a client and two carryover methods. Be prepared to explain why each one was selected by your 
group. The person whose last name is closest to A is your leader. The one whose last name is closest to Z is 
your recorder and will present your group’s comments.

Sonya is a new employee and is seeking help with interpersonal communication skills for department 
meetings. Her particular concern is how to communicate effectively in department meetings; others 
frequently interrupt her, try to explain her own ideas back to her, or try to take credit for her ideas.  You are 
teaching her to change her wording by avoiding words and phrases such as “I think…”, “Could we…” and 
“what about if we…”  that make her sound hesitant. You are coaching her to use other phrases and words 
that are more assertive, such as “We need to..” What carryover strategies would help her carry this over to 
her meetings?



Taking questions specifically about carryover 
methods.



Questions about all other aspects of corporate speech 
pathology.


